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Extreme Light Infrastructure –

Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP)

Mission: Nuclear Physics 

studies with high-intensity 

lasers and brilliant γ beams



What do we need for the implementation of the 

experiments: 

1. State-of-the-are electronics: in many cases not on shelf; new designs are needed

2. State-of-the-art detectors: in some cases designed by us; construction to be outsourced

3. Computer equipment and software: to be supplied, maintained and upgraded

4. Precise mechanics: work should be outsourced

5. Optical equipment: support and maintenance are needed

6. Vacuum systems: chambers should be outsourced; support is needed

7. Cryogenic systems: should be out outsourced; support and upgrades will be needed

8. Shielding systems: should be outsourced

9. Gas handling and gas purification systems: to be supplied, maintained and upgraded

10. Pure and liquid gases: regular supply will be needed





ELIADE ~4M€
8 Clover Ge detectors

ELIGANT-GN ~4M€
30 large LaBr3:Ce detectors

up to 60 liquid scintillators

20 6Li glass detectors

GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY: THE BIG ARRAYS



E1 Interaction Chamber

� Shape: Rectangular

� Material: aluminium

� Volume:  3 ×××× 4 ×××× 2 (=24)    m3

� Vacuum: 

10-6 mbar (empty chamber)

� Pump-down to 

5x10-6 mbar: 45 min.

� Multiple flanges and ports

� Isolation of optical table

� Removable roof and

side flanges

� Access on top for target exchange system

� Internal crane for heavy equipment (mirrors) manipulation

� Door for access inside through a cleanroom attached to the chamber

(not shown)

Focal length for all parabolas: 1500 mm



How can we cooperate: what we expect from you?

Immediate needs related to the construction of the instrumentation and the 

equipment of the experimental areas and the laboratories of ELI-NP: 

1. Supply of equipment: detectors, electronics, computers, pumps, etc.

2. Design and construction of equipment: precise mechanics, electronics, 

software, vacuum, cryogenic, software, optical, etc.

Long term needs related to the maintenance and the upgrade of the equipment

1. Supply of components: mechanical, electronic, optical, vacuum, cryogenic

2. Design and construction of equipment: mechanics, electronics, vacuum, 

cryogenic, etc. 

3. Supply of liquid and high-purity gases

Note: Our equipment will be further developed and upgraded to face the next 

challenges in science. 

For example, the electronics and computers for sure are not these of tomorrow.



How can we cooperate: what we can offer?

On a short term related to the construction of the instrumentation and the 

equipment of the experimental areas and the laboratories of ELI-NP: 

1. Tenders for delivery of equipment and components, e.g. kilometers of 

cables, tons of lead bricks or casted lead, hundreds of meters of tubes for 

gas transport, beam transport lines (vacuum), to list a few. 

2. Tenders for construction of equipment, e.g. mechanical frames and 

supports for the spectrometers, reaction chambers, and other systems to 

hold the detectors under special conditions, gas-handling and gas-

purification systems, cryostats, etc. 

On a longer term related to the new technical developments at ELI-NP: 

1. Technology transfer of new products or techniques

2. New techniques for industrial applications, e.g. radiography and 3D 

tomography, studies of new materials with slow positrons, etc. 



ELI-NP Team, March 5, 2013

Thank you!


